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About This Game

The Battle for the Ancient World has Begun!

Centuries before Caesar, Alexander or Philip, the forested hills and rocky coasts of ancient Italy draw cultures from across the
Mediterranean with promises of wealth and prosperity. Bronze-clad hoplites from the powerful Greek city-states set sail across
the Adriatic to carve out bridgeheads of Hellenic culture amongst the native Italic hill tribes, while aggressive bands of Gallic

Skirmishers make the trek South across the Alps in search of fertile new land. And along the marshy banks of the Tiber river, a
small upstart city called Rome battles for independence from the established Etruscan confederacy.

But only one faction can rise to become the greatest empire the Mediterranean has ever seen. Will Rome fulfil its destiny to rule
the ancient world or will history be rewritten to forge a new Etruscan, Gallic, or Greek hegemony!

Command Armies

Direct armies of hoplites and legionaries on the battlefield in paused or real-time. Plot flanking manoeuvres or snap units into
larger formations using intuitive and precise controls.

Manage Resources

Construct and protect your network of farms and supply lines to feed your growing empire, while raiding enemy resources to
weaken them before the final assault.
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Create Worlds

Use the built-in map editor to create your own historical or fantasy worlds and then share them with the community using Steam
Workshop.

25+ Factions

Choose from over 25 factions from 4 unique cultures including the Gallic Celts, Etruscans, Romans, Latins, Samnites, and
Greeks.

Dynamic Campaign

Sack Rome as the Gauls! Relive the Samnite wars! Dynamic objectives adapt to your strategy allowing you to recreate history or
plot your own path to hegemony.

30+ New Units

Command your army in a time when the arms and tactics evolve with every conflict. Tribal warriors must take up the hoplon
shields of their enemies to fight back againt the invading Greeks, while early Roman legions learn to adapt the time-tested

phalanx in order to survive the Gallic assault.

Seamless Map

Campaign from the rocky coasts of Magna Graecia to the fertile valleys of Cisalpine Gaul on an all-new map at 4x the detail of
Hegemony Rome. Use the series' trademark strategic zoom to seamlessly move between the tactical and strategy maps at any

time, maximizing your abilities to inspect, control and manage your growing empire.

Dozens of New Features

Grow your cities, unlock new faction skills, trade resources, purchase slaves, and many more new features make this the most in-
depth Hegemony game ever!
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Title: Hegemony III: Clash of the Ancients
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Longbow Games
Publisher:
Longbow Games
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8 and 10

Processor: Intel Core i5 processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c-compatible sound card

Additional Notes: A 64 bit operating system is required to use the map editor

English
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Part of the, "My Girlfriend's Games" series.

She loves this one. Finds the characters cute and the game play is a great puzzle variety.

"Fun Colors.", "Don't quote me.", "It's so cute.", "Fun Teamwork\/Team building game!", "Has everything I want in a game.".

10\/10

. #Pros and cons#
Epic, unique, one of a kind. It's 2017 and still no game like this one.
A war, vast worlds, playground, massive battles (and also opposite), variety, tactical, outstanding.
A war, free2play but no child's playground.
Well in a chaotic massive battle everyone could find his role and spot......
Teamwork, lone wolf, support, scout, infiltrator, cloaked bugger, jetpack flank warrior, mechwarrior, tank force, air force,
gatherer...
Unforgiving, complex and overcomplicated.
Outstanding deep ballistics.

Very very slow progress to unlock this and upgrade that, add these and fully uncap those.
Grind or die, grind to win, play or pay.
Anyway time is money. Free2play can turn into the most expensive game by far, by far. No respecs, no refunds.
Brainer. One way or another?
Yea, teamwork, leadership and tactics, that's what matters,
well you will be facing the most equipped warriors and platoons over n over, also you will be swarmed...,
and well the factions and powers are kinda unbalanced and varied on purpose here and there,
so you will be facing some OP \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 over n over. A war.
Well yea mostly everything has a downside. Challenge, outsmart, tactics.
One faction population decrease, the faction can be outnumbered. A swarm. Depending on server, can happen often.
Limited numbers, sometimes queues to one world. At least playing underpopulated faction kinda prevents you from queues.
Membership has priority.

#Honorable mentions#
CPU demanding (average GPU is enough).
Dont expect 120+++ FPS, stable FPS
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Beside ingame, you can edit config file for performance, visual clarity, FOV, etc.
Stuck in queue? Just try reenter the queue or "Join Combat" button every 1-2mins, should help.. Check out our recently updated
full review @ https://vivereport.com/2016/07/29/quarters-included-pierhead-arcade-vr/

Pierhead Arcade is one of the few "Must Have" vr titles currently available. Especially now so that it has officially launched and
left early access. If you ever enjoyed roaming arcades on piers growing up, this is a game for you. A beautiful recreation of a
classic pier arcade packed to the brim with all sorts of games to enjoy from basketball, to super punch, from comet drop to
penguin slide. There is surely something for everyone at Pierhead arcade.. At the moment, it is just buggy: Achievements don`t
work, you can`t get 3 stars in some levels and the minigames do not run smoothly. Sad, because I really liked the first one and
they got new ideas for minigames.. Awesome MMORPG!!!. Twitch support Broken, devs clearly gave up on it.

Make it free to play and sell dlc. I love these style of racers and really wanted to recommend this, however the game is very
lacking and doesn't justify the price.
There are some great examples of mobile games which blow this away, take wreckless racing as an example.
I know this is VR, but just adding VR viewing to a basic game doesn't make it any more fun.

The last track of the set showed some potential, its bigger, had some character and wasn't totally flat like all the others.
The car unlocks are pointless as they don't drive any different.
To unlock the tracks you will have to play the same races over and over, there isn't even a reverse mode.

This is a real shame as the genre has lots of potential in VR.

Get an Amiga emulator and play supercars II..... you'll have a lot more fun.. As in so many RTS the map in iubes:2 is one of the
dictating win or loss scenarios & as in so many RTS there are no options for the player to define the map. The map is being
generated randomly & combined with the not mirrored placement of opponents it makes the winner & the loser right from the
start. Add then to the clunky camera navigation the absence of an overview in the sometimes extremely confining tube like
maps on top of the absence of any overview of buildings built & destroyed & you have a recipe for quit rage sessions.

There are two modi, PvAi & PvP, which means player versus a recorded win of a previous player of that particular map.
Currently in game there is a poll to vote to extent the MP to an actual realtime PvP.
I think, i like the stark limitations of the buildings & therefore combat. The MP is riddled as always with the usual sessions
against players with just one goal, to end the game as soon as possible, which dictates then the record speed to build. At least if a
player wishes for a more relaxed gameplay there is still the option to play against Ai on easy settings, those could be improved
though.

Do i recommend the game ? It's an ok game.
A big plus for me is it's indeed playable with a wacom pen !
So far i didn't encounter any bugs or glitches aside of the clunky camera movements in claustrophobic coffin like tube maps.

The game has some positive aspects, one of them is the reduced look & combat options, yes, reduced combat options, which
would make for quick short sessions if the game would be improved in the before mentioned areas :

1. for the random map generation, options for the player to define
- extent\/size of the map
- amount of ressources (trees, gold)
- height of land (flat or hilly)
- land\/water ratio
- scattered\/mass of land amount
2. option to save the prefered map definitions, 3 slots maybe

3. mirrored \/ not mirrored map option, but i think to make the MP fair, it should be played exclusively in mirrored maps
4. map overview (top-down small map) incl both opponents
5. at least a list of what was already built

6. because of the nausea inducing movement, an option to have a standing still map view in the main menu
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Would those changes & additions be enough to make the game more enjoyable for me ? I don't know, there are other problems i
didn't mention because those are greatly overshadowed by the mentioned, but those changes would make a positive difference,
at least for me.

Currently mildly recommendable at a lower price.. Loved being able to play this game again. Great game, worth the money...
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A real must for anyone who likes VR Horror! Great experience for anyone new to VR as the experience is very comfortable
(except for the horror parts ofcourse ;) ) Dev is very receptive and listens to feedback and ideas and acts on them which is very
refreshing.

Perfect timing for my Halloween party, I'm sure it will be the star of the show!. This is the one exception in which judging the
book by it's cover could be put to use, because of course OVERWHELMing you is everything the game's trying to do against
you. That one article describe this game the best by calling it essentially a reverse megaman, you could choose which bosses out
of the 5 you're going to deal with first ensuring a certain route through the branching map of the game that could somewhat ease
your journey, there's also a pre-boss battle corridor further proving it's homage.

But the ones getting new abilities won't be you, the game will morph twist and turn itself against you based on the boss you just
defeat, a sub-par facehugger will start walking on walls and materializing offensive slurs to spit on you, alien bees will inject
themselves with steroids, etc. The droning sound design only compliments the oppresive flow of the game with slices of silence
in between.

Despite the one-hit lifespan you're given 3 lives that could be replenished by accomplishing some actions like killing bosses,
despite the limited ammo your rifle hits harder than the realization that you're adopted, these mean that a good majority of
deaths will probably be your fault. The game's hard like that in case you haven't figured it out just yet, but it's certainly doable.
The one thing this game could work with is probably some replayability value because after beating it once there's not much else
to do unless you're a speedrunner or some sort. Some random spawn teaks could probably do this game justice by not spawning
facehuggers right in the place where the camera would switch.

Overall it's a fun, short, opressing experience especially considering there's only one guy working on this, 8/10. Since US is so
limited in timescale its content isnt great
However if your feeling particularly like a proud patriotic american then it does make the US a far more interesting campaign,
albeit predictable
Honestly it shouldve been an update to make colonies a more viable play. A Pretty Good Game. Can't Get Past Level 8 Thought.
I finished the game in about 5hrs. I enjoyed the puzzles and the atmosphere a lot. Trying to find solutions in my mind as
opposed to using trial and error made it feel like a really nice workout for the brain.. the city is a big sallier
. Great game great classic. Probably the most underrated racing game of all time. Highly recommend. This just isn't good. The
cartoon's amusing, but the handling suffers badly from the mobile port. Not something I'm interested in playing any more of.
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